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Abstract
The formation of potholes on carbon cathodes is one of the main causes of pot failure in the
aluminium industry. A single pothole deep enough to cause the molten metal pad to come in
contact with the collector bar is enough to fail a pot. Based on current theories, the cathode wear
mechanisms, industrial experiences in formation of potholes and their characteristics and the
role of pitting in the formation of potholes, are discussed. Pitting, a highly localized form of
cathode erosion that produces relatively small pits on the cathode surface is a phenomenon
observed in potholes of the cathode block during autopsies of spent pot linings. The presence of
pitting within these potholes shows that pitting plays an important role in their formation.
Keywords: Pitting of cathode carbon blocks; potholes in carbon blocks; cathode erosion;
carbon cathode.
1.

Introduction

Cathode life is still one of the major challenges for the primary aluminium industry due to the
major costs involved in replacing pot linings, loss in production and disposal of spent pot
linings [1]. Reduced cathode service time has evolved in parallel to the demand for higher
productivity, either through increased amperages in existing cathode technologies or
introduction of modern high amperage cathodes. In addition to increasing amperage, changes
towards more acidic compositions of the cryolite bath have also taken place [2]. Traditional
amorphous/anthracite based carbon cathodes are less suitable for the emerging higher amperage
regimes due to their higher electrical resistance and sodium swelling, and the industry has
largely moved to graphitized blocks with lower electrical resistance, higher thermal conductivity
and lower expansion due to sodium [1]. These changes have increased the productivity and
energy efficiency of the aluminium industry [3], but faster cathode wear have become a major
challenge due to reduced lifetime of the cells [1]. Autopsies of shut down cells have also
demonstrated that the cathode wear is not even, but typically shows a so-called W or WW wear
pattern [1]. Understanding the underlying mechanism(s) for these uneven wear is therefore of
paramount importance in order to increase the lifetime of the cells.
The mechanisms for the cathode wear have been the subject of several studies in the past [1].
The mechanisms discussed in the literature will be reviewed in this paper. Moreover, industrial
experiences have also shown that the cathode erosion is irregular and occurs through the
formation of potholes on the carbon cathodes. In the worst cases, a single pothole is deep
enough to reach the collector bars, which may fail a pot as the molten metal pad will dissolve
the collector bar and potentially cause cell tap out [1]. The industrial experiences are
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